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ADMINISTRATION, ORGANIZATION AND FINANCING OF 10tCATION
'

1. OMAN, Taealeemi T4dilion Ki Zaroorat
(Need of Change in Educational Policy). *faghrebi Pakistan. (Lahore)
October 11, 1976 (U). ;

Two steps are necessary for solvipethe imyriad problems of education
in Karachi; the largest city of Pakistan: (1) the establishment
of one more university, and _(2) the establishment of an autonomous
educational, foundation. The-following suggestions should be,kept in
vflir while solving theproblets:) (i) The Ministry-of Bdusation.and
the Education Directorates St reorganized so as to remove bottle-
necks and red-tapism. (2) There should exist, continuous co- ordina-
tion -between de Board of Univertity and the Directorate of
Education in respect of management of the educational institutions..
(3) Powers should be so divided between the department of education
and the educational institutions to enable the heads of educational
institutions to discharge their responsibilities without undue
interference. (4) Overcrowding should be avoided in order to
maintain disciiline in educational institutions. (5) The teachers
Should prepare a code of ethics for themselves and for the students.
(6) Strong steps. should blitaken against lawlessness in
educational institutions. (7) The selection of teachers shoUld.
be made strictly on the-basis of merit. (8) Teachers should be
encouraged to do research ivork. (9) Thetpresentlystem of
examinations should be reformed.

AKBAR, Ali. BogUs School --- Pakistan Times (Rawalpindi)
December 11, 1976.

`Reports fromthe 'distriOts show-that the bogus schools have
become a formidable problem. The situation is injurious to the
cause of educatipn in several ways. For one thing, bogus schools
and fictitioasteacherd mean continuing wastage of scaroe'
educational resources. Moreover,, these,imstitutions interfere

6with the overall educational planning. The concerned
authorities have to work on the basis-of wrong statistics and
misteading resource estimates.

-It is, indeed, surprising that these false assumptions have not
yet attracted the attention of educational planners. The
urgency of the problem demands that it should not be ignored
any longer.'.. It should be probed. in its totality to find Out how
the leakage-takes place and what its magnitude is. Necessarily,
for the Unger term a system of regular phystcal check will
have to be devised to insure that schools in the outlying Areas
fulfil the objectives for which they have been established.

C
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3. KHAN, M. Asian.. School.Makagement
Zis, 1976.

The Director of schoolEducation has
owners or schwas shall be offered 50
management of the nationalized schools
enjoied"by teachers, students, Parente
welcome- step in the fright direction.

.

P
.

Dawn. (Karachi) September

scrosedkthat'the previous-
erCent share in the
and the rest shall be .

etc. Th4s is indeed a

Since the nationalization of schoo4s, tlke standard of education
and the' internal management of then institutions ha-ie deteriorated.
considerably. The ,standard of education dries not ,depend on good
teachers or, good equipment alone. Basically it depends on good
management of the institution. It is huianly not possibli tor the
Inspectorate of Education or -the Directorate-of School Education to
manage thousands of nationalized and government Schodls efficiently.
The previous owners of nationalized schools have considerable
experience of school management, and theyirill'prove very helpfUl

to
the Education Department.' The soznOr the Directorate of Sc

-Education 4mplemefits this scheme the better.
.

.

4. LATIF, Mohammad; Equivaience.ocf Degrees and Diplomas.-- The-
. Vbraities (Karachi) 1(5):20-22. September - October, 1V76.

'

The problem of the equivalence of degrees and dipitas is of
recent origin. The partition of the subcontinent, de this
problem all the more acute because of mass exchange\of population
between India and Pakistan. Mutual recognition of degrees by the
universities pf Pakistan solved the probleao far as our ova
universities were concerned.

. .

C
,

Iii the increase in the number of degree awarding institutions
and the diversity of their teaching .programs, the procedure of.
rec nition of d rees became more complex. The preseni methods
of aluation of degrees are briefly mentioned. They include
facu ty assessme1 committee assessment of indi*idnal niversi-
ties centralized assessment by a go4ernment organizatio and
bilatiral and multilateral agreements, between dilferent

.

s.govermment The methods Prevalent ift Pakistan are .discu sed
under the headings:- 1) Usliversiey Grants CommieLionL
2) system` of education and evaluation; 3) other streams
4).-criteria for evaluation; and 5) types of-equivalent
C111341.15.

I

5. RAMAN, 'Mohammad Masudur. Academic Standards --- Pakistan Ti as
(RawalpindW.October 27, 1976.

The fall in academic standards ie only too apparent at all love s

-2.,
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of education in our country. All of us -teacherel'students,
parental and employers -- are responsible for this deterioration.
Ambitious and hasty expansion of education, and opening of now
schools or upgrading of the existing one are the_ main Causes
of this fall in standards. The suitability or otherwise of toe
areas where new,schools are to'be opened is never taken into
consideration. `)

, 4

The teachers are overworked - taking roll - calls, inspecting
homework, and:preparing for lectures. The following are 041Q0
of the suggestions for mending the situation: (1) Education
expansion'shoxild cease to be haphazard. (2) 'Properly qualified
teaching staff should be provided to the understaffed institutions.
(3) Teachers, Associations and Students Unions should be
encouraged to undertake canstructive'work. (4) The number of
students i4 a class'Sbould notvbe allowed to exceed 35 in schools
and 20 in collegei. .(5) Prompt disciplinary action should be.taken
against all defaulters, habitual offenders, and trouble mongers. ,

% (6) Recruitment, selection, and appointment of. teachers Should be
based strictly on merit.

ADULT EDUCATION e

6. AK TAR, Nasim. Tataleem*Balighan Kay Marakaz (Centers of Adult
Education). --- Iaroz (Lahore) October 6, 1976 M.

The 14ovincial Works Council of Punjab_ has decided to open ten
thousand centers of adult education. This w411 cost five
million rupees. One hundred and eighty -five thousand adults,
idcluding fifty thousand women, will acquire education in these,
centers.

Efforts are being made Viz. the last thirty years to populatize -

adult nducation, but with practically_no result's: the reason is
not fat too seek. It was because of ineffective planning that the
schema of adult education came to a grinding halt. What:is more-, -

adult edu ation.could have been instituted with advantage in
mosquep primary schools, but it was not done. -The media of
radio 'and .V. shoUld be exploited extensively for the pirpose of
education.

7. ZAHI14 Hassan 7eb. Social Education Khyber Mail (Peshawar)
December 31, 1976.

Besides other facilities provided to the academic staff and,
students of schools and colleges, the government has initpdnced
a new system -of education for illiterate people. This step is



one of the several taken bV the government to make the poor and
11iterate masses enlightened citiwa of the country, because
they are as much entitles as others to enjoy-modern facilities,
and educate their-kinds. Adult education is for those grown -ups
who could not. get it for some reqaons.

Pb
Our aim bin imparting ,education to adults_is to make them more
useful and better members of the society. What we mean by adult
education or social education is literacy. This will'be much
easier if' we ftics Use of.t4p media' of radio and television.
Another method of social education that has not been used so far
is talking picture. Until a substantial number of educated
Pakistanis settle down in villages and ekt personal example to
the rural masses the problem of social education will remain
unsolved. I ,

ti

p
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AGRICULTURAL( EDUCATION
AO.

8. LEM, Amir. Zarai University (Agricultural University)
Mashriq (Likhore).'December 29, 1976 (U).

The Lyallpur Agrimultural-UnAversity is the only universitygi
Pakistan where students are trained in different fields of
agriculture and where adequate facilities for research are
Present. There are innumerable fottle-necks in the.work.of
agiicuitural development in the country,but the one that
affects poet agricultural education is the adherence to the
American and British syllabii of-agriculture.

Pakistani students are taught Ambrican and iiitish books.
Bnch'students have naturally proved useless -for the country,
becanse'they are completely ignorant of the agricultural
problems of their country_. /t.is.grafying to see that the
teachers of the Iytllpur AgnicAltural University have now been
assigned, the work of preparing the sylVabus for agriculture '

. suitable far Pakistan. 'Moreover, lualified teachers of the
different agricultural sectors have been asked to write books
on Pakistani agriculture. This; it is hoped, will improve the
situation to some extent.

,

- 9. MUHAMMADr Amir. University ;of Agricultural .Iyallpur --- The
Irarsities.(EarIchi) '1(6): 5-9. November-Becemberf 1976, j-

:11
. .

The Punjab, Agricultural-College 4as establiahed in 1906'at
Lyanpur in order to meet the demands for competent manpower
and institutional development. The 'institution gradually

9



. developed into a full-fledged andhonvrable seat of higher,
.learning in agriculture and made siinificant contribution to the
modernization and improvement of agriculture in 'stan.
With the independence, the work of agricultural ;evelopment
assumed wnew-significance.and acquired 'a new . ,5ension. In,
fulfilment of the greater objectives, 'the' college was up-graded
to a university in 1962. t.

. ,
The detailed working of the university, its functions'', and its'
work are discussed under the headings: 1) Organizational

-Nstructure; 2) degree departments; 3) student enrolment;
4) personal character; 5) - tutorial groups; T6)-- sports; ,

7), Idemester system; 8) research with'a mission; 9) seminars;
10) new prospects; 11) rural development; and 12) democracy.

.

.
DEVELOPMENT OF EDUCATION.

AO. TUFAIL, M. Ta'aleem - Pasmanda ElacionMein (Education in
Underdeveloped Regions) --- Musawat (Lahore) September 11, 1976 (U).

Vakistanis an under-developed country, especially in the field
of- education. In the Punjab, which is she biggest province of
Pakistan, hardly ten per cent of populati is edulfated. This
fraction includes al-A.-:c.,3 proportion of tho e who can only sign,
their names. It is, however, encauraging o see that the present
government has felt the gravity of the di ation and formulated a
policy aimed at popularising education in all regions of the

- country. With a view to. providing incentive to the teachers, the
government has raised their pap-scales and allowed them,other -

amenities of life.

The government has also taken 'steps to impro;,e the condition of
educatiedal institutions. The' present institutions are to be

. developed, and new schools, colleges, and universities are to be
opened throughorit the country. New subjects shall be introduced,
and the first 'priority Shall be given tp science and technology.
The nationalizatIon.of educatitmal institutions throughout the
country is,another, revolutionary step. Despite this, much
remains to be done. Universalitation of education is still_a
-far cry. Adult education, particularly in the rural areast-is .

; -yet to be developed..

.5

AMOCAT/ON GOALS ,

11. ABRAR, Syed. Da Maqsad Ta'aleem (Pdrposeful Education)
, Maghrabi Pakistan (4ahore) December 5, 1976'(U).

The moat preying need of the time is to make our education

-5-
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purposive and meaningful. What .is happening today
oppo-Isite. Majority of our students' are running -blindly after
certificates, diploma's and degrees with no higher objective'than securing employment. And for'obOtining these paier quili-fications they 'are pr'epare1 to do any thing.. Cheating'in
examination halli'has become an-accepted practice. Bribingthe invegilato,re and examiners has also become an every day

-

If the meaning and ,objective of edtwittion were' driven home tothe students by the teachers from th,e,earliest 'stages, matterswould not have taken the present. ugly 'turn. ,Much depends 612the teachers in thii field. It, is he who can mould the-characterof the student and explain to 'him the purpose and meaning of-education. In the continued absence' of -this effort on the partof the teachers, education in our country has lost its meaning.

.12. MALIK, Shahid. Academic Atandards Pakiatith Times (Rawalpindi)September 161.1976.

It goes Without &Yin& that our academic standards have fallensharply .in recint Years. The fact that the nature and agape ofscientific- research depends on, and is vittually determinectbyl,the demands/of the specific level of_ industrial progress attainedby a people in o'nly too obvious to require eraboration. Although -the sacrosanctity of the relationship 'between learning andobjectivity is something to be ambiguously preservod, as a rulea developing country like ours can hardly afford the; luxUry of -carrying on research work on subjeets.not rel-ated*.to our ownneeds and conditions. Any such ,pursuit would be uipragmatioand uselesa. It is, bout time that wetook stock of the prevail-,ing situation /in dcademit.inttitutions and canalized our iesourcesfor the achievement of m9re plausible objectives-. The rapidlyfalline academic, standards' in our universities need imakediateattention by ou.r educationists and teacters.

13. MALIK, Ziaul i4c41/4.:_liaciara Ts., alesmi--Misaab (Our EdUceltiOnalCurricula) -- Nawai Wait .(Lahore) , October 111 1976 (U). A

....Educitional curricula in Pakistan are not in conformity,with ,
-

i'.our ideblogy. No English textbook prescribed in our institutions,seeipi to originate from 'Pakistan. It is full of matter and st-le
ix:P211Am! from England or other foreign countries

,
. ' -

,
. It is, unfortunate tilat English is attll the, official. andeducational langiags of Air country. Sy English language ,texttook, as also other books now taught in our institutions,'

.-,4
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1 particularly in primart cleisses, should be immediately
revieed and modified. The emphasis rin these books must he /an'
Islamic values, the achievements of 'Islamic heroes, and t
teachings of /slam. At the mordents-0Ft educationists 8 a to
attach no importance .to Hence the indifference, of our:' students to their ideoldgy. Pakistan can achieve a respectable
place in the comity of. nations only if ,we bring about -an
immediate revolution in our-educational curricula'

-

.

EDUCATION PLANNING
"

. .-
14. AMMAR, S.Mi School -for'Skill --- Morning News*Carach.i)
September :15, 1976. I a..,s,

With the commissioning of the trace school in Karaci next
month; Pakistanis_ education sector. will become significantlymore relevant t'o the needs of the country. The education policy

- c 'of the Government has brpught about many. fundamental changes inthe-country, s "tydyc-aithrtr-sretzillITCHIFfrtheiiiiars. All
these changes have been directed al establishing a meaningful
relationship betweAn the 'country's ediication system and the
national, ecoridmy. UnSliersal education-up to matriculation Level
is planned to be_athieved by the middle of the next decade. 4
scheme, to_ give vocational bias to secondary education is already
Underway. Agro-technioal eurridula have been introduced ina
number of schools, Elaborate programs 'are on the anvil to:produce
the ,required number of suitably trained teachers. The education'
system that the country 'inherited from its colonial past had no

/relevance' to the, needs of the country. It -,kept producing clerVn
by the thousands every year. it equipped the students with. an

dislike for labor. The National Education Policy
fbrmulated by the Goveinmeht was aimed at arresting the expansion
of unproductrie generalized school 'education and at insuring
large-scale' turn-Out of skilled men and womeii capable of
contribatiiig to the national, econothy. The opening of, trade

- schools is a part of this National Policy. 6

15. Alf, Motel. Education with a Purpose ---"Morning News
(gar ) September 301:1976.

The educational system of the country, which has Undergone radical
changeat has taken itatther significant leap- forward. This new
step, under, which 500 trams schools will Pe set up in Six zeaxst
will help train the manpower for productive 'employment and enable -

the country to benefit entraously froi it. This will insure
priipar. training to the stiraents and 'provide the .trade (school

1

7 --
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graduates with immediate job opportunities. The establishment
of 500 trade schools in the country can also hrrest. the over

.',increasing flow of unproductive clerks ,in the society. The
younger generation will be less averse to , making use of its
Aiands. The govetnment has rightly given its educational programs
a vocational bias. It is striving to prodice skilled workers *.

initead.of,clerks so as to fulfil the'nsionts defective of reid
and productive industrial and agricultural progressp

16. RASO, Byede Nizam-e-Talaleem ( of Education) ---
Nawai VW (Lahore) October 21, 1976,(11).

vfhe system of education prevalent in - ntry.cannot be
described as Islamic. It is one that b,1 ..orted from
abroad. Even after thirty years ofTndepe en we have. failed .

to evolve our own system of education.. We have ; = n. clamouring
all'along for the replacement `of English by our na nal
language, Urdu. But all the same English is there w

The'present syllabus too-does not Atit our requirements Our
educationists seem to bs.totally indifferent to tfie basi
'education for*childrenAkThe proportion of qyilured is rising
year after year. The only emedy is to change Vile medium. of
instruction to Urda and to modify the ,present syllabus so aer"
to make it more.realkstic.

1P!, dreamIpIggrees and prosperity if its children are

tional-
ll

e plays a vital role in education. No country
an
educated in any language other than itsown.

US.

17. HUSAIN; Ali. Naciis Nizame-iTalAieem (The Defective System of
Education) 'Imroz (Lahore) September \11, 1976 (U). *r.

to the announcement made by-the Punjab Univerkty,
only twenty -five, per cent of the students have,pasSed.thet.A.
and }left. examinations. This is a gross restage df time,
-energy, and money. It is a reflection on the system of
examitation that exists at the moment is oFtstedrational institu-
tions. Majority of students have failed in tmg ish, and this
shows clearly that the students are bdtAceen to learn this
language. It also prves that by making English a compulsory
/subject, the authorities .have done an injustice to our students.
*Even so, the teaching of Enalish is defective, and none but the

1English teachers are to be blame for that. The present.
cbnditions, therefore, demand that the policy about the learning
and teaching of English to be revised as early as possible and
the standard of leadhing in general should be improved in male .

institutions.

8
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18. USAIN, ljaz, Trade Schools.-- Dawn ifaiechl,)' September 304 1976.

The emphasis in the trade achoole hill, be on teaching-certain
leupporting!,tradeslonly fifteen per cent'of the curriculum will
be devoted to general. subjects, and the rest .will concentrate on
specific trades. /t is, to be hoped that the output of the schools
will be determined by the patternol demand within thecountry.'
For this it is necessary.to carry out a survey of the aetUar market
positiod to find out which tiades are suffering, or are .likely tq
suffer from, a shortage Of hands.

-One attractive feature of the trade schools is,.thnt firetwprefereice
for admission will be given to students from the lower income_
.brackets and they will also be'given a stipend during their training.
Another notable feature is that arrangement are bang made for
their placement in jobs after the completion of. their
'The trend for some time has been toward giving more importaIce to
technical education in schools. From this year, for instance,
1,200 secondary schools are to start agro-technical courses'.

ilk

19. MARI, Manzoorul Req. Nizam-e-Tataleem (Sistemi of Education)e---
_Naval Waqt (Lahore) November 30, 1976 (U).

There are four factors_that play an important role inthe -

development.of a healthy system of educations (1) Government.
(2) Parents. %(3)" Teachers amd (4) students.

The tragedy-in our country has been that these factors were. never
taken into consideration. Inirestern coymtries, parents bearth;
expenses of their wards only upto the mdlriculatiOi stage. After
that the students'earn,,during their- leisure time,, to learn ins
colle6s. The case is aifferent in our country, Here they wholly.
depend on their parenti,

- .

'Besides, we have i n our society the eo-called generatioi gap in
its acuter fore. All parents, rich or poor, want tocgive higher
education to their wards. This scrabble for higher education
created a very grim problem of admisiLoA in educational institutions.

.Majortty of students-rush for admission to a medical or engineering.
college, thich are too few to seet'thrdeasnd.

/

!VOCATION REFORMS (

20 NA2MI, Hasnain. lealeesi.Polioy Kay Char Seal (Pour Tears of
Educational Polic7) --- Jane (Rawalpindi) September 19, 1976 (U).

.

Tao steps are necessary for solving the educational problems of
Karachi, (1) latablighing another university, (2) setting up

14
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an autonomous, educational foundation to meet the growing needs.
of all,eduCational-ihstitutions. In 1951, when the Karachi

yas establishedl-theie were- only a' few colleges S.n
the city. Nqw the University itself has vastly expanded,. The
number of students and of the.different departments his tremendously
increased, creating the problem of management. This problem can
be best salved by establishing another university in Karachi. The
following suggestions may also be helpful in achieving the
objectives of the Educational Policy: (1) With a view to minimize
ing red-tapism, of education and the departments
concerned shguld reorganized. (2) The University Board and
the Directopte of -Education should closely cooperate with each
after in the management of educational instietutthnst. (3) The
teachers should strictly follow a' code of conduct -and enforce
discipline among the students. (4) Teachirs should. be encouraged*
to do research work. (5) 'The selection of teachers should -be
made on the basis of merit and qualifications. ,'(6) Suitable
reforms should be made in the present system of examination.
(7) Immediate steps should be takefi to reduce the over emphasis
on Englis in cur-institutions:

24. KHAN, Abdul Aziz. Education Made Progreasive and Purposeful ---
Pakistan Times (Rawalpindi) December21, 1976.

New educational programs far children, youthsi and -adults have.
be designed and launched to cater to-the democratic aspirations
of the masses and to make education more meaningful and useful.
Since the launching of the new,education policy in March.1974 an
addition of 1.3 million has raised the enrolment in prinaiy
schools from 4.2 million in 1972 to 5.5 million in 1076. 'Making
necessary allowance for the various constraints involved, it As
hoped that universalization of primary education for boys will be
achieved by 1983 and for girls by 1987:

One of the major i-reforms in education was the designing of
curricula relevant to the .nation's changing social, economic and
political needs, and providing far'a massive shift from aimless
,general education to more meaningful_agro-technical education.
New curricula for the middle and secondary stages have been-
prepared and implemented inclasses 1 to X. New eprricula for
agro-technical education for classes VI to VIII and vocational
subjects curricula for classes IX and X have been introduced.
Althis is, expected to radically transform the educational
system in the country.

22..RIZVT, Nasir; science Aur Techology-Ki Ta'aleer ,(Teaching of
science and Technology) --, Imroz (Lahore) December 31, 1976 (II).

Thergovernment has decide4 under the new Educatl* Policy

- 10 -
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'1(197240) b, add more !vocational subjects at the ?[attic and Inter
`level. The object Of this measure is to promote scientific and
technological eaucationon Wider scale. This stbp is cbmmendable
..and promises to mat education purposeful. In.this way the,
staents would be introduced,to the subjects at the )3chool level.

. ,rt 'has also bden decided under:the new Education Policy that
Polytechnic:insti tions would be upgraded to Technology Colleges.
` The. PolTteohnici nstitutions of Rawalpindi,. Lahore 9 Natant
Khairpur, Lar -1, erabad, and Karachi havl already been raised

. to the status Co eges. But these decisions would succeed only
'if they are imp erne.. ed in letter as we 1 as in spirit. In the. past,
decisions'. were y taken but- were ever implemented. This
should not happen this time.

'EDUCATION RESEARCH
r

23. iiii.SSAN (Miss) Iftikhia N. Exper.imental Research. In: Report
of the' National Workshop oiCCurriculum Development, 66-69. islamapadt-
National Bureau of Curriculum and Textbooks. 1976.

,

Research in educacion has been very slow in coming, and experimental
research, is still slower. The bulk of research studies in education

/ have been comparative surveys, developmental studies, or some semi-
. "experimental studies. The reasons are obvious, human being is too

. complex and stubborn a subject to submit to the rigour of laboratory
Conditions. .0 However, behavior psychology has opened up many' avenues
for exper;ifeental:researches.

The writer first discusses the conept of scientific research and
th-en explains 'experimental research in education. It is admitted
'thpt research in education has been slow in coming in Pakistan,
butit is 'encouraginglo see that it is %coming after ally,. and we
are trying to get the answer from the field and not from the-outdated

tetheories.

24: SAZE0,-Khwaja Amjad, Teaching and Research: Need for a New
Approach --- The Varsities tKarachi) 1(6):3-.A. 'Noveaber-December,
1976.

achievement of a balanced growth, of our educational system
Miens highly unlikely unless the system is adjusted and attuned .

to the changing economic and social', requirements of our society.
But no educational institution will be able to strike that adjustment
with the changing needs, unldis detailed research studies of methods
and performance are carried out from time to time.

ti 16



( The subject is further discussed under the headi
teacher? ,(2) quAlitative aspects, (3) huian

. . 1(4) the clasproom. The:role of the teacher is
. . emphasized. ,It is of paramount ima.rtaxwe to as

teacherA not only with all research activities,
. the application of- the results of research.-

ELEMInfTARY AND -81FONDARt EDUCATION

(II) e
uceo, and
ecially
iate. Che-

t alto with

. .

25. DAKARTA, Mohammad. Asatesa(P.T.C. Teaclers).,.-7

, *

liawai Walt (Lahore) Noveiber 1, 1976 (U).

The reason given fpr tutting a stop to the training of P.T.C.'
teachers is that ahout,orty thousand of them-have no job to ,be
'provided and that unless employment is available to them. no more
teachers would be trained. The-government intends to provide
cent t-pfr cent education at the primary level by 1980, but it
looks that according to the program, no new school would be opened.
As a result, most of the teachers who had passed the primary
Teachers' CertificAte examination in 1971 are to mi without

loyment, thus Leaving the government no option but to stop
training.

_ '

'This is not the remedy. 'If we really want to provide ent per
cent education at the primary level by 1980, we Shall have tgb open
newiminary schools in increasing numbers. This would provide
esployment to main, unemployed teachersp 'Education atithe pr' mart'
level has to beprovided at all coat. Otherwise, we cannot
raise the percentage of literacy in the couhtry.

RUMINATIONS

26. ABBASI, Harnur Rashid. Semester Sister (semester System) ---
Meshriq (Lahore) December 10, 1976 (U).

One year has elapsed sice the introduction 'of the semester
system in the Plsjab University. ant the manifold problem0
that the students had to face in the mast still remain unsclved.
These problems need immediate solution so that Ancients may
apply themselves singlemindedly to their studies. It is
suggegted-that' (i) The students who do not, do Well in any
semester should be given preference. in the matter of admission
to the new semester; (ii) the gtudentslibo do -not get =through in
the first or the second semester should be allowed to complete
their courses during the 'third and the fourth spotters;
(iii) the students who do not sit for the midterm tests for

-- 12 2.)t
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illness or ely other reason shOuld be allowedto-sit for\the
examination later on; (iy) the fees of, the semester should
be reduced; and (v) the vacant posts of teachers in different
departments should be inmediately,filled.,

.

a

2 ?. AEMAD, *axis. Intehani Nizan Mein Isiah Ei,Ahmimt Wa saroorat
(The InpIrtance and Need of Reform in-Examination System} Isms
(Labors) _teptembew 17, 1976 (U).

Tfiere is no denying the fact that examinations have a very
important place in our system of education. .In .fact, the prime
object of the presentaystem ofeducation is tor obtain a degree
after the examination. With this negative trend of thought

tmajority of studetts are seen running madly after guides and
test papers instead of learning their lessons from the teachers.

To make tatters worse regular tests are senom held in classes,
and the students soon lose what little intrest they have in
books. The criterion fixed for judging the _intelligence of a
student in the examination needs to be revised. One more defect
in the existing system is the delay in declaring results. .It
has often been observed that the examiners 41, not check the
papers, on time. All these defects have to be remoded if we
want to improve our system of examinations.

28. MID, Zahn'. Academic standar4 and Teachers/ Responsibility
Ptdcistan Times (Rawalpindi) Ottoedr 10, 1976.

The rosults_of,examinatipm conducted by the three Boards of
Intermediate-Etna Secondary Education of the Punjab University
in 1976 show the following pass percentages:

Matriculations 'Lahore 47%; Sergopla 55.3% and Multan 43.0.
Intermediate: _Lahore 29.9%;. Sargodha 24.0% and Multan 24.3%.
Moir 26.4%; B.A. 25%.

BC we sake allowance for all the large-scale cheating, manlpult-
tion and corruption that goes on at these public EManinations,
the bet pass percentage-will hardly exceed the respective
figures. Ewen those who get throngh these examinations are not
acknowledged by the foreign countries as Degree or Diploma
holders.

The fault lies in the system of teaching and examination. The
teed:ere are indifferent to their profession and the examinations
are irhtgularly held and hapIrsarAponducted. Promotion should
not be doled out as a matter of ritht to,the fit and unfit alike.
The present system, if allowed to continue lout/enough, would
lead to the complete extinction of the learifed class in the country.

- 3
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24. Al- Fatah. Report. semester Sista* _Ka Tajzia (Analysis of semester
system). Al-Fatah (Karel:hi) .7(17)09-21. 3-10 September, 19764U).

In the magazine of the University Grants Commission it is pointed .

out that the introducticin of the semester system in our universities
is without prolor planning and preparation. every university males
its own intorPTetatio'n of the wystemIthe only thing common being
the division of the old syllabus into two parts. But this alone
cannot fulfil the purpose of the mtgs. The main idea and the

-apirit of the semester system are painted out.'

The assentor eqtese was introduced in'tke Kaiachi University in.
December* 1973. The vorking,of the system and resultant
*difficultieeamd problems are di. seed. It. is concluded that
without proper planning ents.the spites cannot
produce the desired re mild only create new difficulties
and problems.

30. AZIZ, /land. Istehan Mein Kasyabi Kay Chore Darwazey (Back-door
access in Bxamin6tion) Nawai Vaqt (Lahore) November 30* 1976 (U).

. lamination is a mans of testing the intelligence Of a student.
But* unfortunatety* inise institutions do not serve this purpose
in' stir country. What is more unfortunate that nothing effective
has so far been done to stop the malpractices in the eiasination
balls. Nobody knows bow long this problem will be overlooked by
the authorities. t

One problem breeds another.. The parents, the *tudents and the
teachers are.specially responsible for this state of affairs.
the problem can be solved if all the three parties sincerely
resolve to stop these evils. Parents want their wards to get
through the examination by hook or by crook. Students on their
part are averse to take the trouble of studying the textbooks.
And the teachers haire lost interest in their profession of teaching.

31. HAM, Tahira. Imtehan Ka Parana Tariqa (Old Method of lximination)
Named Vaqt (Lahore) December 7, 1976 (U).

The examination 'method prevailing in Pakistan is' dated. The
result is that the majority, of students fail in the examinations*
The dettects, are as under:. (1) .Tbe scope of questions is very
limited. At the most there are only ten questions in a question
paper. leidentlys the examinerp cannot set the questionvmpers
tak all the aorta of the subject. (2) This kind of examination
biomes.* gamble or guess-mirk for students. They waste their
precious tied, in going through the guess papers and.neglost.their
textbooks. (3) The method the examiners have adopted to a4ot.

- 1k
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marks. to the answers is unscientific. Different examiners allot
different numbers to the same answerbooki (4) The prAsent
method of examination levees the door wide open to cheating.
'Nost.of the students try to influency the examiners,in different
ways.

The need of the hour is that bar educationists should give deep
though to the defects in our system of examination and apply
effective remediea for the eradication of these defects.

32. NASRUiLAN, Nusrate P1 d of first Divisioners ---'NOrning News
(Karachi) October, 30, 1 6.

After all sorts of scandalous and emberassing disclosures about
our examinations, the authorities concerned have chosen to
alaah by 20 per cent the final marks of students in the
science examination. Naturally-there is much concern and
apprehension among the students that this step will drastically
of their future eaucational and professional careers* Many
of thei will lose their entitlement for admission to medical
and engineering colleges* , They have earnettheir first division
deeptte the paucity of textbooks and staidard reference 'books.
and the shortage_ of dedicatedfteachers.

There is.a poiitive need tereconadder the policy of producing
needless first divisioners. There is, of ooursei an urgent need
to raise educational standards, and this may be dohe by setting
high and tough standards for the assessment of answer papers*
DaminatiOns have to be meaningful and dependable.

.33. OINIUND, B. The Examination System --- Morning News (Karachi)
October 1, 1976.

Some teachers marking answer scripts are highly delighted to see
the answer reproducing the textbook, data. To them the beat
aaswers are those that appear in the textbooks. Ths'atudente-knov
the minds of the examiners as well as the style of examining, and
they joyfully respond to this system of examining. Students who
acquire Sound education after extensive.reading often find thsmselves.
at positive disadvantage. Creative thinking and originality have
no place in our system of examination. Snowing what if expected
at the examinations, the candidates have recourse to unfair means.
Textbooks are stealthily used in the examination halls. and
prepaikaged answers are passed around. This system of examination
has contributed much to the lowerizigot the current educational
standard. The bulk of the school time, ispecialEy in rural arias,
Is Rent in learning Wrote. . r4c
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0. 34: EMI, Masir. sanvi TafaleanA Board Za Maya Grade system (new
*ado Bastes of seoondarriftiational Board) /won (].,shore)
November 5, 1976 (1) .'

It' is heartening to see that the present government haeit n-,
importint-steps for reforming the educational system through the
education policy of 1972 -80. Under this policy this system will
provide opportunity to the teachers to take stock of the problems
and difficulties of. their mtudents. In order to implement this
policy, the Board of Intermediate -and Secondary Education has

.

'devised measures for internal examinati6s;which would guide the
teachers of secondary and higher secondary classes in their work
of classifying the students in a proper way. The new classifies.-
tion woad be divided into the following divisions: Students

inisg 70% or higher marks will receive 'V; students obtaining*
440 or pore marks, but fewer than 70%,. will receive BI; students
obtaining 50% and fewer than 60% will receive Ids; students
obtaining 40% or more but frier than 50% will receive 'D'; and
students obtaining fewer then 40% will receive Ill. Mow it
depends oath* teachers to mike the ne* system a eivicess.'

35. amilmix. Namara Tariqa-i-lmtehan-Inr Tateleemi Metyaar (Our
system oflxamination and Mutational Standard) --- Jang Oftwalpindi)-'
December 31, 1976 (U).

The pietism* system of examination does not provide a good enough
test for the merit of a student. The semester system can prove, a
better seems of judging the merit 'of a student.

*-a

Daring the time this cysts: bars been in-operation in our oonntry,
it has revealed some defects. But these defects are not inherent"
'in the system They tan be easily removed by reforming the4 procedure. The teachers Should hold regular teats every week and
include the 'marks obtained by the candidate in the final evaluation_
that determines the success, failure or class of the student in the
final examination. Moreover, most of the. teachers appear to be
partial. They allot good marks only to the students in whom they
are interested. Bfforts should be male to'curb Snob tendencies.

MUM 11E78cieno1 e

36. ALAN' Amin. Janie Karachi Be Mugs:bilePunjab University (Karachi-
University .Versus Punjab University). --- awletah (Karachi) 7(17):
27.48. 3-10 September; 19% (U).

1\ This is a comparative nt'ofthe'educational activities of
the Punjab University and *chi University: Oosparatively,

'16
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Karachi university is eery young, but in a short time ft has
grown far larger than the Punjab university. Karachi university
surpasses the Punjab university in the strength-of students.
number of'teachera, and the number of departments. A comparative
picture by department is given, and it is shown that educational
conditions are better than in the Punjab university. . However, by
expenditure, the Punjab university COMO: 'at the top and gets
double the grant given to Karachi university.

It is pointed out that tht affairs
require investigation. At the end
the details of the strength of the
'university.

of the Punjab university
a' chart is given that shows
teaching staff in the Karachi

37. EFFENDI, Iqbel. 'System of Chairman's Rotation Hawn1 (Karaeli)
October 24, 1976.,

The University Grants Commissiot has recommended that the existing
system'of rotation of chairmen of the teaching departmenta.and the

'.praitice of electing deans of various faculties of the universities
of the country should be discontinued. Met of the professors were
in favour of the recommendation of the Hamoodur Rahman Commission_
which said: "If there is a professor in a department, he should
also be the head of the department, but where there are Sore than
one game department, the senior professor should
be appointed head. If both professors are of the same
standing-and otherwise ecfnally qualified, the election of the
bead .should be made by a Committee consisting of the Vice- Chancellor
and the Deans'ofthe eniieraity.', The'junior teachers, however,
said- that the rotation of chairmafiehip among professors would mean
the continuous ',monopoly.' of one teacher over the department.' It
was further said that all over the universities of the world, the
rotation system was in practice, and profdssors usually did not
like the job of chairman because of the routine administrative
work, which tOokep considerable time. So the present system
should be continued for the time being.

38e KHAN, Abad Ahmed. Facts and Figures on Higher Education 112
Pakistan --- The Varsities (Karachi) 1(5): 23-33. September -
October, 1976.

AS the universitfis the place'where highly trained manpower can
be produced according to the nation's requirements, the government,
both at provincidl and federal levels, has increased the grant for
the different universities, so that they can producethe required
trained :manpower and run their academic and research activities
smoothly. The tables 1A,e41,1C, and diagram A show the respective
increased grants to all universities. However, this increase does,
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not cover all the expenses that the different universities have

incurred during the last five years. Most'of thesis institutions

have been running in deficit, in the past.

A birdteTeye view of the deficit incurred by the universities*
both in respect -of recurring aid non-recurring expenditure/up

to 'June 1975, is provided in tables I2 and /II. In ally there

are nine tables showing the income, expenditure, and other

financial details about the universities.

39, KHAN, Abdul Nujeebl Jamie Karachi Kay Vice- Chancellor

Dr. Skean Rashid Say Inbervieit (Interview with Vice Chancellor, -

Karachiliniversity* Dr. &Ban laahlid) --- Al-Fatah (Karachi) 7(17):

22-25, 5-10 September, 1976 (U).

This is ads interview report with the Xice-Chancellor of Karacbi

university. The questions put to the Vite-4hancellor include:

(1) What steps have been taken to solve the different problems

of the Karachi university/ (2) What steps have bosh taken to

check various ills and aalpracticei prevalent ih the university?

(3) What do yhu think of the prebent educational reforms, and

whether you have any other changes to recommend? (4) What is

your opinion about the take-over of all universities by the
federal governgent? -and (5) What is your opinion about the

students who take part i4 political
The Vice Chanoeller's replies:ars mentioned

40. RIZTI, Moir. Punjab Univeiaity Chand Masaikeunjab University6-

11016.43) Iaroz (Lahore) .Debember 1.4'1976 17).

The semester system has c'eated some problems for the students of

the punlib university.. These problems call for immediate solution.

The Semester Action Committee of the university wants that the

students who could not appear in the examination, should be,given

preference in the matter of new admissions. It is also suggested

that the students who could not appear, in the Prelium or Kid -term

examinations, on account Of-illness or other reason., should be

allowed $o appear in the examinations. The Committee has described

the oral test as superfluous and wants it to be. done away with.

The ittPdeAts rant that the semester fees should be reduced anf

the vacant poste of the teachers should immediately filled.

There is no denying the fact that the semester'system has helped

improve the standard of teaching, and has reduced the curse of

unfair means in the examinations. However, there are still a

few other problems for the.students that need to be solved. One ,

of those if t43 replemish of the librariei with the books and

. equipollent.'

-18-
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41. SO0MR01 ManioortAhmed. Universities in P sian --- The
Varsities (Karachi) 1(5):\ 11-15. Septemb -October, 1976.

The term university is explainedt_hi a brief, history of
.- higher educatiolcin the indo-Pak Subcontinent is given. When

Pakistan came into being in 1947, it inherited only three "
universities. The history of ligheri-education in Pakistan' in
mentionedt,and it is pointed out that till 19/0 not much was
done to improve higher education. Special.iention is made of,
the new education policy . .'wkich lays, extraordinary
emphasis' Oa the deyelopment of higher education in Pakistan.

MentiOn isaalsO .made, of the centers of egelleacel dea.atady
oenierst and Pakistan stu470enfers which have been esiablisfied
)for specialization is different fields.

..

BIBTORT OF IMUCATION

42. MAUI, MUstafa Ali. Pakistan Mein Walesa Ka Mazi Aur Bali
(past and Present of Education in Pakistan)---- Al-Ilm (Karachi)
23(2-3): 195-207. April-8eptemberl 1975 (A).

Pakistan came into being because the MusXima 9f the sub-
continent wanted-a place where, Ilsideo other 4pingot they could
provide education of their choice to their children. Sot we are

now in ecctsition to impart to dur children any type of education
we think right for them. 0 r

The history of education in Pakistan is given by province.
First comes the history of .education in Knot Pakistani which is
now no more 'apart of our country. This is followed by the
educational history of the Punjab, .Sind, Baluchistan, and the
Frontier province., Aloft with the educational.historyt the

*present developments in the,field of education in Pakistan, are:
Alec; mentioned. .

. .

43. NMI, Mohan:gad Buessain Khan. Sir Syed Ki Tataleemi Didmatt
(lAncational Contribution of Air Syed) ..-- Al-/lm (Karachi) 23(2-3):
184 -191, April- September, 1975 CM. , .

Wherever the Muslims went, they spread education through
mosques: The ease happened in the Indo7Pak b-dontinent. At

t;:
the advent .of British rule here, there were untless educational
inatitutiOgarof Muslims in the sub-continen 4. The Brit-rah.
purposely and methodically 4estroyed these institutions and
introduced their own system of education in their place.- The
result was that by 1857 the edifice of Muslim education had all

- 19 -'
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but .disapp-eared. It was at this time that Sir dyed cane forward
as an adovacate.of modern education for the Muslims of this ses-

_, continent. ifter quite a struggle-he founded .Ali sat 'Muslin

..

, univeraity".which opened the doors of modern education t4 the
Wiling. . E

,
. ..

Sir Byedla efforts 'are briefly described *fithJirief reference
to his educational ideai. : ,

t ..*

44.-ABMND,' 8. Nees.. library and Comparative Research -.....;nfgeport
of the National Vorkshop on -Curriculum Development, 134-137.
Islamabad, National Bureau of Curriculum-and Textbooks. 1976.

The librarian of the _present days is w/ specialist in cosi:Unica-
.tiois and an exporflolimarh,of analyzing and satisfying the

need for books and i vn innll walks' of life including
'research kiel4s. Today research is-conducted extensively in
the various bianchee and fields oeknowledge, and the library
helps the research scholar in getting. exactly the material be
wants without' loss of labour and time.

The library can assiat'thereiearch scholar in documentation
work, documentation service, abstracting work, documentation
reproduCtion service,_ translation service, and inter- library
loan system. These servises are briefly-ftecuased with the
examples and-types Of helfi a, library casi render to the research
scholar.

45. NED, Asher. Library and *imperative Research --- In: Report.
of the` -National Vorkaboron Curriculum Development, 146-148.
/411ambia, National Bureau of Curriculum and Textbooks. 1976.

This is a case for establishing a library system to provide
facilities for comparative research. There is a discussion
on the importance of research in the field of curriculum
development and its various aspecta and requirements.

After establishing the case for the adaptation of a relearei~
development-experinent approach to curriculum planning, it is
necessary to build at adequately equipped library for comparative
research. The library should not merely stock books, journals,
bibliographies, and the like, but'alao have necessary provision
for documentation,' reproduction, retrieval equipment, records,
andtspes, as, also a system of loans and borrowings_ geared to
such research needs. The plan of such a library is briefly

-20-
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136. RASUL; Chaim: Education for all 'morning News (Karachl.)`
October 6, 1976,.

_Pakistan plans to universalize primary edueatioh by 1987. This
plan is the lynchpin of the integrated education policy being.,
implemented, bAr the government. -The policy 'aims at expanding
primary.' eddcation and consolidating higher education. In view,
of the existing situation in the education sector, the long-
term goal appears rather ambitious. The financial and'intellec---

iLtual reaourZes required to achieve this goal look ,Torbdding. -

The task is complex Indeed.

The testi .can be completed on' schedule only if the nation
extends its full cooperation. The government may construct the
adequate number- of dohools in time. It may -even provide all
the nePasearyteaching aids. But it can hardly produce adequate
number of competent teachers in a short period of ten yairs to
look 'pater the education of 34:5:million children.

MEDICAL - EDUCATION

47. AEMAD, Anwar. Medical Tataleem"- Nae-Taqaxay (Medical Education".
.New ipparatives) Musawat (Lahore) December 24. 1976 (17).

There is an urgelt need to integrate the.'aystem of health serilme
with the Oaten of medical education.' -This integration will 7
create social and political consciousness ahong the doctors.
But each integration demands certain basio.changes in medical
education. It is unfortunate that no attention has so far been
'paid' to population planning, raciicekt,loo of diseases, and
general health in our kresent system of medical education. - The

need of the hour is, that, medical teachers should "come forward to
. improve the standard of medical education in keeping with the

. .

national needs and 'aspirati . The", curricula also wads to be.:
changed in consonance -with so n revolutionary inventions. The
authorities should follow the qu Joule of the developed --

..countries. This step will help improve Standard, of our
medical education.- 4

A
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AAKADiliknmim.- Medical College-for Women --.T.Kkyber,Mail
CPeshawar) October 20i 1 76.

The case for a.separate medical colgliftlquirei extra piquancy
in the circumstances particdlarlrof this provincei If a 'strong
enough caseis made out for such a college there is no reason
why federal ,aid will not b forthcoming especially now when the
federal government has been given twenty million dollars in
outright grant by Saudi Arabia mainly for projects-like this.

.

'Therein no denying the fact that the province urgently needs
a separate medical college fok women, especially when a
separate medical college for women 'is already functioning in

'---Lahore. The proposal is all the more pressing bechnse 'due**
tiohal facilities for women in the Frontier region are fewer
and poorer in comparison to other provinces of the oounbty. It
is high time the damthd was met by the government.

49. ALI, A4ger. Mecitial Talaba Levy Masa (Problems of Medical
Students) Jang (Rawalpindi) Novena? 269'1976-(V).

There.ia no doubt that then government hakdone Vcommedable
job by opening a-medical-college in Rawalpindrio- This will
encourage the students who desire to acquire medical education
in their own city. But one thing that the government-should
never forget in this connection is to provide all basic
facilities to this (Nonage.- The first and foremost problem that
the Rawalpindi Medical College is facing today is the shortage
of qualified staff.. The other problem is the absence of a
hospital attached_to the college for r-purposes of practical

ducatioft These problein need immediate attention of7fthe
government.

50. KR/F, Mohammad. ,AAmission ---,Sun (Karachi) November 119 1976.

The present system of admission of students to the Medical
Colleges rents.on the basis of merit, that isl by'measurfng
a student's fitness to become a doctor by looking.tit the
,marks obtained by him in the examination. It is 0, "manure that
is inherently defective and produces only money-iaking (,//
machines, called 'doctors'. So it is recommended that admission-
to medical colleges should be given on the basis of aptitude to
be determined by psyclimplogichl test. This criterion Must ,be
followed in the count et. The present system of admission
cannot b expected to prdduce good results.

- 22 -
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'PROFESSIONAL -EVICATION

MAD, Kiser. -Trade. School (Trade School), --- Hurriyat (Karachi)
October 11.1976 (U).

In view of the increasing demand for Skilled workers; the
government has planned to set up five. hundred trade schools
throughout the country during the next six years. This plan
will cost about six hundred million rupees. These schools-will
be equivalent to polytechnic institutions and wiil provide two
years training in various 'arts to students who have passed the
eight standard. These students will then be required to appear
for the metric examination in industrial arts.

According to a conservative estimate,, fifty thousand skilled
students "will come out every year from the, proposed schools.
These certificate holders will then be employed in different
induktries of the' country This is a goad plan indeed, But it
will succeed only when the government provides adequate number
of teachers and the required technical equipment. According to
an estimatb piepared for a similar plan for the agricultural
sector, one hundred and fifty thousand teachers were needed only

$, for wgriculturalAnstitutions: The plant hoxever, was never
launched. Since the plan of trade schools is,tar wider than that
of the agricultural institutions, more teachers would therefore
be required for it.

52. AHMAD, Qadeituddin: Urdu Aur Urdu Mein Qanoon Ki Talaleem (Urdu
and Education of Law in Urdu) Al -lim ( Karachi) 23(2-3)s 17-22
April -Sept saber, 1975'(U).

. -
The Urdu College of Karachi has done A wonderful job in provid-
'ing necessary books in the Urdu language for the students of law.
Education in one's mother tongue is always preferable, as ,if
makes the learning process much easier. The shortcomings of
Urdu language are pointed out. It is emphasized that for legal
'purposes the style of Urdu prose requires to he changed and
simplified. Law is the subject that requires the use of precise
language and great care has to be taken in the use of synonymoua
wo Three English words, accurate, exact and precise are

en by way of example ifith the remark tha't separate Urdu worlds
are seldom used for them.

It is pointed out thail full useeh uld bd made of Urdu language
for the purpose of law education, t the learning of Khglish
language should not be ignored t 1 the time Urdu language
fully displades English in the co itry.

p
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53, ABM4D, Serajuddin. Peshawarans ?arbiyat Kay School (Wcationil
Training &tool) Nawai.Waqt-(Lahore) October 1,-1976 (U).

Itis gratifying to see that the government has at last
lk 'realized the importance Of vocational training schools in the

country. The - federal government have planned to set up five
hundred auch,schools during the next six years throughout the
country.

In vier of the importance of vocational training, a fey polytechnic
schools had been established immediately after four or five
years of the ,safablishment of Pakistin. To begin with such
training schools were established for the student who had to
discontinue their studies because. of financial difficultiee
With the passage of time, however, strengthof these rchools
started to increase, faster than the number of'schoola: The
result is that now only the first divisioners are admitted to
colleges, while others turn to priiate institutions. It is
high tiie .the number of polytehhnic institutions is increased to
meet the growing demand of the'Students.

54. MABMOOD,4kbalid. Law Kalijon ka Tataleemi Meyaar (The standard
of Law Colleges) --- /Bros (Lahore) Milvesber 12, 1976 (1.

The problem with v.a isehat thastude,uts of law neglect their
subject in their college days with the result that the standard
of education-in our law colleges is fast deteriorating.
According to a rough estivate, about three thousand students are
admitted to the University Law College. of Lahore and Itimayate-
/slam 1,.aw College, each year. But the percentage of successia
studints is disproportionately low. Recently the Provincial
Ministry of Law has taken over all the three law colleges of the
province under its own control, and has prepared a scheme for
raising the standard of teaching in these colleges. What is
now needed is to limit the admission only to the man.of real
merit.

MAR, Merlin. MBA Course Morning News (Karachi) December 11,

There is a mad rush for the MBA course at the Karachi Univerlity
every year. This subject is thought to have wider scope and
better prospects than any other course of studies. Previously,
the university produced only abouts50 MBAs annually. Last year
the number increased to 300. This might further aggravate the
.problem of the un-employment prevailing in the country.* The
'ever increasing number of MBAS might also be taken as a me

Vit
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of the declining standard of education. The course should
- therefore, be revised to suit the needs' of the country. Instead
of following the American and the British patterns in the.matter
of case study, we should correlate the subject` with the conditions
in-Plptan.lote \

TEACH EDUCpON

36 .ALAM, Manzoor. Asateza Tarbiyat KiSaroorat (Need to Train
Teachers; News.% *Kt (Lahore) September 21,.1976 (13).

It is unfortunate to See that most of the teachers who were
trained in the, Teachers Training Institute were not 'suitable
for admissionits) this institution. To make the confusion worse

the.period of training was'cut.short with-the result
that the worthy and unworthy alike rushed to thig profession.
It seens what all they have learnt during their training is-to
advise their.students to take help from the "Guides" and
"Guess Woke.'

-.;

As a' result, the percentage of failureis is bunting year by
year. It,ii still not too late for the teachers. to realize
their-duty to their country and their profession and arrest the
decline in the standard of education. They should mend their
attitude toward the students and devote themselves ti) the
performance of their duties.

57. QAMAR, Russain. Islamiyat Aur B. Ed. (Islamic Studies and
Bad.) Nawai Waqt (Lahore) October-3, 1976 (17).

Training colleges are special aid institutions forseo6ndary
schools. The syllabus of training collegl:rwl*;speclel
status and, their syllabii are directly re ed to thosiof the
secondary schools._ Even so, Islami yat-IS taught as a compulsory
subject in secondary schools, but-the Vocation Department
provides no specially trained-teachers for this subject.
Presumably, it 'is expected that every teacher of secondary
schools can teach-/Slamiyat to the students of his clues. So,

is but cal that every, Bad. teacher must have a thorough
kno :e of Islamiyat and be able to teach the subject.

Although the Punjab university has decided to include /slamiyat
in -All.the training colleges, the Federal Miniary of Education
has given no importanCe to the Subject in the syllabus.
Teaching of Islamiyat should be made compulsory at all stages
of education. The Federal Ministry of Vocation would do' w411
totake necessary steps in tim*.

.s_t
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TEACHERS A

I
58. 4]I, Nusrat. University Teachers and Moral Anarchy Pakistan
Times (Rawalpindi) October.5, 1976.

.

-

Teacher has ceased to be the reformet of society. He is now more
of a sophist than a socrates. The old sacrosanct barrier between
the teacher and the taught has broken down: The teacher now is
not the least chary of playing the chum with his pupils. He
dwells on the tabooed topics with a sense of relish. Our campusea
do not look like the institutions of a poor, working !union. Our
university teacher is a polished prototype of a Western Prfessor
minus his integrity.

Our teacher should now rethink about his role in the national
context. Hs'should direct his loyalties to where they belongand
give up his bourgeois sympathies. He has to come out of his
sanctuary to jopi the long march for the eradication of social
injustice, tuperstitior4 and illiteracy. The ralationakip between
the student and the teacher has to be revised. These are=-the ways
that will help raise the standard of education in the country. It
is the moral duty of our teachers to give serious thought to the
deterioration pf standard in our education and to sake concerted
efforts to remove the defects wherever they are found.

59. GHORI, Sayeeda. Asateza Mein Shaaa-e-Simmadari (sena* of
'Responsibility Among Teachers) --- HUrriyat,(Karachi) December 12,
1976 (U).

We often cosplain about the increasing deterioration in the _

standard of education in our institutions. We also suggest 'the
ways of improving it. But while doing so wsovolook one basic
point, namely, role of our teachers both,in4rimary and higher
educations

We should create the sense of responsibility among Our teachers.
If the teachers honestly attend to their.AMties and teach their .

students with full responsibility and attention, there is no
reason why the standird of teaching-should not' imp ve. 7ther,
our teachers "should pay daximus attention to their nduct
behavior in and outside, the classroom. This will e requited-
by the students with love and regard. At the mane t the teachers'
nei*her devote themselves to their duties nor tre their students
with affection. This situation has resulted in falling
standard of education, the weakeningbirelationehip between the
teacher and the taught.

-N
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60. BUSAI16 MUjahid. ,Nationalized Bjgh Schoolon Kay Head Master
(Head Masters of the MationalisedBith Schools) ...L.-. Musawat (Lahore)
December 20, 19761(17).

All private educational institutions were nationalized on
October 1, 1972 in pursuance of the new education policy.
Consequently, the services of 411 the teachers who were working
in private schools were nationalised. They were given the
protection of their services,, their grades were revised, and
other facilities were providedito them.

But, unfortunately, the headleaaters of such institutions
were denied these.facilitiessti They are drawing the same salaftes
as were fixed by their respective managements in the peat. This
discrimination against the head masters has naturally created
heartburning among them. Despite us representations,

IP
their case has remained unheared so, U II This has obviously
affected the work of claksroom teaching. Idorder-to restore

...A
congenial atmosphere in the educational institutions, the head
masters, .should be granted all the' facilities, including the
rise in their salaries, allowed to other teachers.

61. inn' Masi?. Jabri Tuition (Forced Tuition) --- Imroz (Lahore)
December 10( 1976 (U).

-the first six months of the Ccademic'year are very important in
_cur educational life. It is during this period that the yearly

. examinations of Metric, Intermediate, B.A. and M.A. are held
and the students get the opportunity to equip themselves with
their textbaks.

One worry ghat peisters the parents belonging to the low imolai)
grouyis that they are forced to send their wards for private
tuition. This practice is on the increase, and no amount of
complaints or clamour has succeeded in stopping it.. Majority
of students complain that there are teachers who, in case a
student is not prepared to go in for private tuitions, avenge
themselves by awarding fewer marks to such students than what
they really deseive. The government should take strong steps
against the teachers whp indulge in such practices.

-

ZUBAIRT, Rada. -Asateza K1 Zimmedarian (The Responsibilities
of Teachers) janglmawalpindi) October 8, 1976 (U).

. .

It thought that with the general increaae in the pay scales
of teachers, they w d pay sore attention to their profession.
But nothing of the nd 600118 to have happened. The teachers
have:netchanged th attitude in the least. The standard of

\

- a-
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teaching stays at the same low level. The over-increasing
peroentage of failures proves that the. whole blame does not
lie on the students.. The teachers are none' the less responsible
in the matter.

The general. complaint is that as usual, the teachers dopot go
to the classes regularly, and if they go at all, they'do not
teach the students. Worse still, they advise the students to
purchase guide books and other so-called help books. The teachers
should Change this attitude if they sincerely.wish to improve the
standard of education.

TEACHING NETHDDS MD NEM A

63. ANNA Nadia. Qaumi Zaban Air Zaria-e4a1aleem ( The National
Language and thilledium of Instruction) --- Imrok (Lahore) October 8,
1976 (U).

Every year about sixty per cent ofrthe students fail in the
annual examinations in English. The recent results of Metric,
Inter, and B.A. bear testimony of the fact that he percentage
of failures in English is oa the increase every year, .Nowhere
else in the World the students ire taught through the-medium of
a foreign language. The powers that be seem to have forgotten
the truth'tbat foreign language is no substitute for the national
language.

Unfortunately, English has become a compulsoryiemguags in ourcountry. It is the accepted medium of education in our educe.
tioaal institutions. At best, it should be given the status of
an optional eobjectin tbefield of education in our country.
prdu possesses all the virtues recrlired of a national /engorge.

MUSICAL =CATION

64. Ital. Agro-Technical Education in School - - - Dam (Karachi)
EFFEI4

Octdber 3, 197
The introduction of ago-technical courses must be closely linked to thedevelopment of vocational training program. In the formal school system
it was not considered desirable to concentrate upon ihddLcating in a child
mare manipulative skills, for in the long run it might be injurious to thenation as a whole to confine the energies of a large umber of potential
college and university students to mere technical operative jobs. The
school system can at best train the pee-disposed youths in certain skills.

In the West, an industrial worker alasies"to earn as muchaa, if
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not mordtthan what others do
,\

itith acadesicUlifications. The,situation is vastly different in our country. Doubts have been

Experts e o

ezpressed by many if the students here would take
of vocational aubjects,at the secondary level. Experts fthe opinion that the government should seek the help of -scale industries in imparting practioal training to the students.If proper sapping out of community resources is dons and ownersof small-scale industries are properly approached, they will agreeto allot -a few hours every week

for-teaching purposes, and thi rtarget will be achieved.
1

63. UAgl, Chandan. tngineering Education Wand Indsotry --- Dawn(Enrachi) October 16, 1976.

iducation is general, and technical education in'particular, hasreceived a great push in the country, but DD efforts sees to haverein made to improve its quality and standard. EngineeringeducatiOn in our _wintry has particularly failed to keep pace withthe advancement/6f technology in the modern world. NO properlyorganised Survey has so far been carried out on engineeringsanpower, its future requirements, and its capability to nestnational demand. The country does not merely want to gainnumerical strength in'engineering manpower. It needs its properdistribution and allocation to meet_ the deliands of national.economy and to insure fitness for the tasks that are to beaccomplished.

The trouble is eat a good number of students Pursuing engineeringeducation have no idea of the career they have choeea. Thenormal pre-engineering student thinks of ft mainly in terms ofconstruction of buildings and roads. An engineering universitycan propvide proper-training for professional engineers up to thepoint at which industrial training begins. In lurope, almostall giaduata engineers get a great deal of
engineering-practiceoutside their norsal course. In Pakistan, the same degree ofstratification of training facilities, with educationalauthorities and industry playing their own roles, has yet to bedeveloped.

v

66. MU, Sangria Parveen. Mae Ta'aleemi Nawaqay (Mew educationalOpportunities)--- Musawat (Lahore) Octoer 22, 1976 (1).

As reoommended in the new education-policy, the syllabus fromClass I to alas* X has been revised, and a new syllabus boa beakprepared for class V onward, is which agro-technical courseholds an important place. With the introduction of this sours.,aisles- education has been replaced by vocational education.This change will have far-reaching results both on education and

24.,
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the students;

The agro-technical course from alass yI onnard will fully equipthe students with technical education* In view of the changingdemand of the time technical education should be introduced farthe girls and they should beAallowed all other facilitiess-nowenjoyed by the male students. The nale students ahouId be allowedto take up Hone-wononica if they so desire. There should be nodi nation between male and female students in the matter ofchoice between the *curses of study*

67. SUIKR, N. Islam. University of Engineering and Technology .....,The Unreal*. (Karachi) 1(5)i 3.10. September-October, 1976.

. The astbry of the Univeredty of Ingineering and Technology,Lahore, dates back to 1923, when this institution was establishedas iloghalpura Technical College. The /unction of ihis'elllege
was to meet the requirements of trained manpower in tke field ofesgineering for the Punjab. /te development since is brieflymentioned. In 1961 the etatui of this college was raised to thatof a full - fledged university and immediately steps set* taken toexpand its teaching programs and research activities.

.- N.

.
.

. The detailh of the unison/ay are described under the headiness
I (1) ,Dawn of the 'university; (2) faculties and-departments;

(3) research, advisory, and extension services; (4) admissionsand enrollment; (5) constituent oolloges; (6) affiliatedcollegqs; (7) semester system; (8) summer school; (9) physicalplan; (10) auxiliary services; and (11) seminars andconferences,. .

613 Hein!, Abroad. Textbook --- Dawn (Karachi) December 13, 1976.

It is gratifying to learn that the important topics the
provincial Committee took up etas recent meeting included
the regulation and re-orientation of Textbook Hoards. Thetextbook. bristling with printing errors are to be reprintedby the National Dock ftundation. Hut, what needs prompt
roctif*catVon is the inclusion of material patently andpalpably inaccurate and poolly written.

Another circumstance oited to justify low standards is thephysical load of work the Boards are supposed to handle. Thiswill not bear scrutiny. Nobody who lacks enough time for the

-30-
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djob should agree to serve an a textbook board. Llbswime the
appointinwauthority should see to it that the member, selectedare dedicated toAtheir work and have enough time for it. It isa scandal that so little attention was Paid so far to.the need
for producing first-rate ,textbooks for our students.

69. ragn, N. Textbook. Production -7-- In: Report of the NationalWorkshop on Curriculum Development, 101-103. *Islamabad, National&wean of Onrriculum and Textbooks. 1976.

It has been emphasized in the edmcation policy that the text-books will be revised to eliminate over-loading, to emphasizelearning of concepts and skills, sand to encourage observational
explorationi.experimentationi practical work., and creativeexpressions. The importance of textbooks cannot be overemphasized.
Textbooks provide'ilesh and blood to tge akelton of curriculumand makes it alive. Textbooks are generally produced as the mainmaterial for teaching.in accordance with the organization-of theschool curriculum. -This is the reason why the production of
textbooks has become a very important component of the bookworld.

Textbook production, which has become a national concernrehouldhiwdome on scientific lines. A number of suggestions are providedfor textbook production on correct lines.

700 KIDWAIf Azim. Textbooks Need to be Rewritten --- Dawn (Karachi,)00,404ey 16, 1976.

The school textbooks may have to be rewritten. The student willhave to unlearn his lessons. For, the list of elements found innature does,not end at number 92 as scientists had believed sofar. Three new super-heavy elements beyond uraniud in thePeriodic Table given in the chemistry books, that nature had keptas a closely guarded' secret, have suddenly unveiled thelselveak4n
hill

view of modern discoveries,
ever, the Textbook Board *mid

immediately pay attention to t turn of events and get thetextbooks- on the subjectrewritten by the experts. The textbooksthat taught at present in schopls have become out ofdate and useless for students.

71. BAUR, Anjna. `Dared Eutub Ni Nayabi (scarciry of Textbooks) -=-Jong (Rawalpindi) October 22f 1976 (U).

.Witb,the start o: every educational session in schools and
colleges, 'the students and their parents'begintheir hecticexcursions to the bookshop in search of textboobe. At eachdoor they get the stock answer, sorry, the books are not yet



printed. Ve do have textbook ,Boards functioning all over tb 4cAluntry, The main objeit of these Boards is to insure easy andtimely supply Of textbooks to the- students1 The textbookismineo however, lasts the whole academic sessions.
..4

The result. is obvious., Theotudents suffer. They naturally failto fare well in the exasinatiOns. If the present state ofaffairs continue for long, the
aituation,wouldefurtams worsen.The Boards should do all in thpir power to insure the supply oftextbook!, to the students throUghoutthe year.

WON1118 BINCATION

72. )I/RBA, Surma Perm:a... New Opening in the Field of Education(Karachi) October 23, 1976.

As the first step towards the implementation of the national/ development plant a course of action should be chalked out Airchanneling the Women Powers to productive education. Educationis the watchword of development. It is only through educationthat women can betsught to play a'uso role in the developmentof the country.

In'villages academic vocational training for girls has to berather limited to local trades. AS for. formal it has to be kept:limdtpd in extent as well as quality because of shortage ofrisouices. In the existing village primary /schools, the percentageof dropouts is very high. A-little training in basic artsaw4
4.crafts should algs be imparted. The present curricula conaists-of various components, and the.00mpulsory

compose:A is4eaillingof ardu, English and POkistan studio!, Education should helpwoman in realizing the-imporAfte of comiumity living, theknowledge of democratic values and the exercise, of the right to--vote. It is therefore recommended that as far as possible girls'schools should offer all types of integrated courses, so thattalent of female .sex is utilized ton:* maximum.

73. MUSA, Surayya Parvaga. Khawateei*Kay Liye NOTataleemiftwaqay (New Mutational
Opportunities for Female) --- Nawil %WA(Ishors) October 26, 1976 (11).

111

As Pakistan is a developing country, it should hale a commonsyllabus for both male and female students. Nor*. attentionshould be paid to the rural areas, where the percentage of ---illiteracy is higher thad that is the urban areas. ismaleeducations in particular, has suffered-moat is rural areas.As extensive program akoulitisi started for female educationin these areas. Arrangements for vocational eduoation oY
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girls should be made- on a large scale.

,

According to the recommendations made in the Educational Policy
of 1972-80, the syllabus from class I toclass X has been
reviaed and efforts have bten made to make education more
practical. New syllabus has been prepared for class VI in cases
where agricultural and technical education has been found
necessary. cue, coirses will undoubtedly.open a new horizon for
the rural population provided, of course, the recommendations
are impleisented in letter as well as in spirit. The most urgent
need for the female students is the introduction of integrated
courses of all kinds. Cougses on Home Economics should be gi7en
top priority in this field.

. GENIERAL

74. AHKAD, Talaba, Waldain our Asateza (students, Parents and
the Teachers) -4- /mroz (Lahore) November 19, 1976 (U).

Our students generally complain about the higher` tuition fee and
the evil practise of their teachers who force them toAake private
tuition. They also etimplain that textbooks are not available
before the half -iearli examinations and that questions are set
usually out, of the prescribed syllabus. The teachers on their
part complain that they are shown no respect in society, and the
students misbehave with them. The parents are dissatisfied with
the standard of teaching and hold the teachers responsible for
the falling eductional standard. The 'best way out of this
vicious circle of complaints and counter complaints is the .'
restoration of goodwill, harmony, and cooperation'among the
parents, teachers' and students, it is"the moral obligation of
the teacers_to answer the *,all of professional duty. Likewise,
the students should be respectful and obedient to their teachers.

75. BART, Alim, Hamara Tataleemi Meysar (Oui. Educational Standard)
Jung (Rawalpindi) November 5, 1976 (U).

?hare have beeEpresistent complaints of a steep fall in the
standard of education in the country during the last few years.
The_husan stuff that is coming out of our schools and colleges
is proof enough of the failure of our education system. The
percentage of failures i3 constantly increasing; cheating in
examinatiombmils-has bedome a rule rather than exception; thi
relationship between the teacher and the student has reached the
snapping point; educational institutions have become the hotbed
of petty politics.

33 a.
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Following a re some suggestions for arresting the rot in our
education standards; (1) The teachers, who are in a position
to reform the present situation, must do their duty honestly and
sincerely; treat the students as their own sons, and discourage
private tuition as well as the use of keys and solved papers.
(2) The students must be regular with their studies. They must .

not go for private tuition an solved papers. They. must respect
their teachei.s. They should give up using unfair means in the
,etaminations.

76. Nut, Asanal.' Ta'pleemi Heyaar (Standard of Education) ---
Imroz (Lahore) October 1, 1976 (U).

The poor results or examinations during the last few years choir
that the standard of education has been constantly deteriorating.
In the Punjabi for example, thi results of Intermediate examina-
tions of Lahore, sargodha and Multan Boards stand at 29.9% and
24.5% respectively. e result of, the B.A. examination are ao
better. The pass per entage was only 25.

The main causes of this state of affairs are the lack of interest
on the part of\students,in their studies, the dearth of
_expekenced teacherat and thewidesprelid use:of unfair means by
the students in the examinations. The istandird of education
depends as much on qualified, experienced, and sincere teachers
`as on industrious and honest students.

77. KHAN, Nisarullah. Nizai-e-Tataleem Kay Bunyadi Nasatil (Basic
Problems.af System of-2.55-ation) Jang (Rawalpindi) November-2,
1976 (U)..

Four factors, play an important role in the fieldiof educations
(1). The government; (2) -tiip.e teachers; (3) the student and
'(4) the parents. Unfortunately these factors were never kept
in view while: reinforcing the system of education in the past.
The result is that the gornment, tke teacher, the student and
the parents all are feeling ut of their-element. The students
do 'not take the examinations seriously. They have learnt by
experience-that cheatifig is the best and the easiest short cut

ito success in examinations.

But the students alone are not to be blamed for this state of
affairs. More than anything else it is the present system of
education and examination that has played havoc with our
educition. This systim needs immediatelihdreviolfitionary changes.

78. MAP, Ahdus. Our Young Students-L.- Kher Mail (Peshawar)
- October 1, 1976.

Carelessly and incorrectly written bosks were inflicted on
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young students. The wofst castes are those of the 'textbooks
dealing with Science and Mathematics. These books ire written:
in a manner as if the authors were writing their .answers to
questionsquestions. -,alt in anexamihation paper for them: -The proper up-_
bringing aid edUcating of young children is, inpractice, the
moet neglected item on the list of dui* priorities. .-aghty-five
per cent-O? our population lives is villagetal-thuWeighty-five
per cent of our children are receiving education is 'schools
situated in the countryside.. It is here where aft:ntion is most
needed, and it is here where it.is least given. /Nobody in
authority seems to haVitime enough to turn his thoughts to the
problem of young ttudents in the rural areas.

.

79. SHATKR, Asaiullah. dhand Ta4aveei (Some Suggestions) --- News/
Waqt (Lahore) November 16, 1976 (U).

The following suggestions are offered to make the present system, '.
of education effective ana useful: (i)' The government'has done
-well to introduce the semester system in the"uhiversities. It
shoulhhow-proceed to appoint tore toachers,and,!tO-prolridoobooksu

e tnzthestodottsfand7tPaZakauthevlibraries up, to )1ate. (2) The
status of teachers should be raised, because unless a sense of'
respect for the teacher is createa, education will continue to
be ineffective. (31 Strong steps should be taken to ban guess
P41046 (4) Mori attention should be paid to the character building
of students. Pb teachers should npt only deliver lectures to the
students tut also try to correct-their-behavior-. (5) Political,
parties should be kepi from influencing the students.' In fact,_
politicians have done.a. great harm to the students. (6) The
print syllabuM should be revised and brought up-to the present
requisitmeas. (7) The system of examination -has also to be
etreakliMid.

; 3HEHZAD, Qudratullah. .fiataleemi Inhetaat Ka liehiedar Kahn (Who
is Responsible for peterioratiomin Education ?). --- Mashriq.(LatOte)
September 17, 1976 (U). 4

Different peopledhold diffeSent views c;h.the decline of the
standard of edicationin Om-country. Butimajority of them.
think the* something or other is wrong with everyone of the
three parties, the students, the teachers and the parents. It
is a fact' that while selecting a teacher his experience and
-Other faCtore are not taken, into account. The result i'S'that
he fails ih:dischisrging the' duties expected' of him.

It has also been observed that most of the teachers take special
intefest in those studentswho.come from well-to-do- families.
Thu creates a 'sort of inferiority complex among the students.
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who are not rich.

The way .in which parents treat their wards.hasalso done much
harm to educatiompeo a whole. The most unfortunate aspect of
the system,is that our,syllabuS is not even remotely 'related
to our needs. It_consists.of quite a large number of books which'
ultimately become a burden for the students.- Even the teachers
fail' to finish the courses in specified time. Thepresent
syllabus has no place for scientific and technological books.

a

81. EIDDIQI, Bashiruddin. Had Aur Hammaii Ta'aleem (We and Our
Education) --- Al-Ilm (Karachi) 23(2-3)1 208-216. April- September
1975' (U).

The writer has been associated with education for quite a long
time, and here are some of his.observations on education at the
time of the creation of Pakistan. -The writer also visited ;

Aderita under the leader exohan-sc program. He present his
observation of the AmeriCan system of education in the context
of,edpcation in Pakistan.

The writer critically examines the prblikt educational sewn *
against the historical background. He lauds the nationalization
of education by the government.but deplores the continued exist-

. ence of special schools for the upper class. He criticizes the
system of English type Of education which -is still in existence
in the country.

82. SIDDIQI, Ta'aleemi Nataij Inhetaat Pazir aye' (Why
Educational Results Deteriorating?) Nawai Waqt (Lahore)' October

18. 1976.(0).

one of the'thain reasons that have spoild the results of
examinations is 'the_ retention of English as the medium of

OinstrattiOn.in ca1lee4. The number of schools where -the
medium of instruction is Urdu is tar greater thahthe English-
medium schools. In Urdu-Medium schools, science subjects are
taught"in Urdu with the help of Urdu textbooks. But,' when the
.students of theEWschools are admitted to colleges, they have
to learn the science subjects in English.

TA second cause of ,poor results is that parents'Often commit
mistake in selecting subjects 'for their wards. They force
their children to take up science subjects .against the
latter's aptitude. The result is that the students either fail'
in the examinations or get poor' division. 1

Compartmental examination has also contributed much. to poor
4
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results. 'It is, therefore, 'suggested that: (1) The
system of internal examination should be dnforced; (2) co-
operation of college teachers should be sought while
preparing syllabi; (3) the system of compartmental examina-
tion should be scrapped; (4) copying in examination, halls
should be discouraqed;. and (5)tharamelk_ professional traine.
ing should be given -to college teachers.

go

83. MAR, Mohammad. Pakistan MeinMaquahrati Tataleem (Social
Education in Pakistan). Harriyat (Karachi) Navember-25, 1276-(U).

'.ina
developing country like Pakistan, education helps a lot

lin.the overall social development. Education is the only
department where positive policies can be formUIated on the

' state level. It is e tial that schools and, colleges should
be set up in the rur as as the first step toward social
welfare. With social ressi the control! over population
planning will beooie easier. Zile first objective should be to
devise a.system of,educ'ation that. gives supreme importance to
modern science and technology.

The following pointi may be considered for accelarating.so*4cLal
progress: (1) Increasing attention should be paid to primary
education; (2) is in higher education, the standard of
vocational education should be raised; (3) the present
standard of education should be further improved; (4) preference
should be given to technical education; and (5) the number
of scholarships to the students should be increased.

CURRICULUM (special Section)

84. A Yusuf. Hamara Nizam-e-Tataleem '(Our System of Education)
Naval. Waqt (Lahore) July 18, 1976 (U).

Thersjs no denying the fact that education is a must for
everybody. The aims and objects of education should be first
defined:clearly. The object of education should be to produce
perfect citizens capable of guiding the nation on the course of
moral and material. development.

In order-to achieve t 4ect of education, the syllabus
"should be correctly an c efully prepared. syllabus is in
fact, the dynamic force social action.- Without suitable

-syllabus education becomasomeaningless and futile. Only a
dynamic and thoughtful syllabus can meet the needs of this
scieitific.and technological age. The syllabus now prevalInt
in our schools, colleges? and universities needs to be recast

1 -
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and prepared according to our requirements.

. 85. CHOUDHRY, Hidayatullah Khan. Hamara Nisab-e-Talaleem.(OurCurriculum) Hurriyat (Karachi) June 11, 1976 (U).

T'he're is no doubt that PakIst deology has been includes inthe curricula from class one to class ten. But'this subjecthas not been included in the higher secondary classes. It wouldbe a matter of great pleasure if 'Pakistan ideology' or tPakistan:ptudies1 ieeincluded in the university
courses as .well. Moreovcr,this subject should be made compulsory fbr the students of. History,Political science, Internatidnal Relations, Journalism, etc. Itis unfortunate that very little attention has been,paid to this-important subject. Unless this is done, our new genbraticit willremain ignorant'of how Pakistan was achieved and what eacrificestheir forefathers had made for a separate homeland. It is hightime the authorities introduced this subject in the highersecondary and university classes.

86:.THUGHTAI, KullagnatIlyas. (New Techniques and Innovations forLearning and their rlplications for Curriculum --- In: RepOrt of theNational Workshop on Curi.iculum
Development, 38-55. Islamabad, 'National Bureau of Curriculum and Textbooks. 1976.

4 .L
One of the major reasons for the falling standards of educationin Pakistan is that the learning process is not interesting

egadmeaningful to the child. It is a dull, boring, and uninterestingexercise. Since our teachers are not adequately trained in new.. techniques and innovations
in teaching, they stick to old andobsolete methods of teaching. They are afraid to try new ways

-440,
and accept challanges. The'quality of the tether in the key forthe reconstruction of education. The problem f improvinginstruction at all levels of education is common to all countries,and the most important pre-condition for better instruction iathe improvement of teacher education program.

.Modern technology has placed at the disposal of educationists newtechniqes and innovations for improving-the effectiveness ofinstruction. It includes the auto-instructional techniques, 1teaching machines, mass communication Media, etc. The use ofnew technology is explained by examples taken from scienceeducation.

r
87. Curriculum Development --- The'Varsities'(Karachi)N,Yol.

1(4);2 -3.July - August, 1976.

The concept of curriculum-iniOlvia far more that ere eanteAmsof education. It covers how the teaching is done as well as what
Ole
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a
cOnatitutes the curriculum. Evaluation and the ways and meansof dein, it form an important cdmponent of curriculum develpipp,t'sent. CurAculum development involves defining the needs and-the objectives that are. to be achieved, selection and organization,of the teachimOlearning

experience to the light, of the aims andobjectives of education, and the evaluation of the process ofteaching -learninge

The importance of curriculum development was emphasized in the
new education policy in flalftwonce of:which the National Bureauof Curricula /and Textbooks was est&blished-for evolving the-curricula. %e-Gurriculum Development Act, 1976 effectivelycentralizes decision making retarding the content of courses andproduction and prescription of teaching learning material.

88. HAMIDI (Mrs.) R. Introduction of Population Diudatisit in theCurricula of Primary an:rlecqpiary schools --- In: Repbit of the
National WorkshoCon Cu

culN%Development,17-81., Islamabad,National Bureau of Curriculum and Textbooks. 1976.

t Population education is g, program that proirides for the study
: of the poipulatio.1 situ.s.tion in the family, the coRmunity, thenation, and the world, with the purpose -of developing rcual

/aled-.responsible attitudes and behavior in the students.
necessity and importance of population education are now anaccepted fact_eien in Pakistan. Apart from its practical

, . . urgency, population education can be fully justified on purely
. intellectual and'educational grounds. The characteristic/is ofpopil-etion and population change influenCe every aspect orOmr,'life. ,It.is argued that tie elements of population education

,

caiPbe introduced right from the primary stage. The nature ofUtroduction is discussed. .b.

In pen it is urged that at a'ime when we are involved

. *0W
'Win the drawing up of new curricula for our primary and secondaryschools, we,shouldrinclude the subject of population.educ ! ionin the proposed curricula.

V.....

e
-..

\ ''
''. 89. HilltIsON,40. Cumulative tecord of Achievement and Progress.

..-...Ins 'Repo of the National Workshop on Curriculum Development,127h133. Islamabad, National Bureau of Cutriculum and Textbooks.1976. .t1

\Athi
1 purposefil edmpational activity is directed theac evement Of some goals and the satisfaction of some

.. predetermined need. The degree of goal achievement or of
' need satisfaction is an indication'of the amount of learning,--;- .,the efficiency of teaching, and the suitability of the curriculum.

- 39 a.
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Measurement and evaluation of the effectiveness of education interra of successful pupil learning and development on' the one.hand, and achievement of national dbjectives and the cumulative,
recqrding of these results on the other hand are, therefore'
necessary.and unavoidable responsibility.

The subject of cumulative record is discussed in some detailunder the. headings: (1) tho need for cumulative record;(2) purpose of oomulative-record; (3) the form and nature ofcumulative record; (4) operation of cumulative record system;and (5) elementary pupil record card.

90. HARRISON, C.G. Curriculum Development and'Research Curriculumsyndrome --- In: Report of the National Workshop on Curriculuma
Development, 56-65. Islamabad, National Bureau of Curriculum ar3Textbooks. 1976.

The circulation of draft Er)is apd aime of education and theprimary syllabi is the first step in thefirst phase of the
,curriculum development program. This phase also covers'theformnlation of dynamic, research -based curricula for etchsucceedipkstage of education.

The implementation of the second phase of the program is muchmore difficult and demanding. It requires an even more
.purposeful and deliberate marshaling or resources, than thefirst phase. Certain essential steps are mentioned for

converting the aims, objectives, principles, and ideas of the.new syllabi into meaningful learning experiences for thepupils in schools. The subject-is discussed in some detail
under the headings: -(1) Action- program; (2) formulating a-curriculum; (3) curriculum isvelopleont checks and balances;(4) selection of syllabus committees; (5) ope tion ofcommittees; and (6) curriculum publications.

L!1RRISON, C.G. CurriculA Development: The Implimentationof New. and Revised Curricula: And Blueprint fo;;Development ---Ins Wort of the National Workshop on Curricultm-Development,29-37. Islamabad, National Bureau of Curriculum'asd Teitbooks.1976.

A carefully compiled and skillfully detigied curriculumpresents a graded and sequentially - developing series of
learning experiences to be carried out by pupils under thesupervision of professionally trained teachers within aclassroom or school animation.

TO ensure the immediate and benefi9ial implementation of'a
4
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nev-or revised syllabus it Must be first printed and distributed
) to all teachers concerned with itr-operatioun. The teachers mutt

then be supplied with the necessary background information andgiven the necessary training, so that they -can both interpret
and implement thtenev syllabua. The printing, distribution, andtraininservice train of teachers carry with them challenging
responsibilities and opportunities. These are listed and
-discussed under the headings: (1) Printing and distributionof new syllabuses; and (2) in-service training of teachers.At the end a blueprint for curriculum develoiiment is added.

Se. HOILISON, C.G. Curriculum Formulation and Implementatidnp-
Administrative-Co-ordination --- Ins, leport of the National
workshop on Curriculum Development, 109-120. Islamabad, NationalBureau of Curriculum and Textbooks. 1976.

Ihch of the organizations concerned with curriculum development.has unique or specialised functions alongvith common or sharedfunctions. The common or shared functions are those that areshared with, or overlap, those of other organiations: It isin this area of common functions that effective and energetic,'t collaboration and coordination is needed for effectiveO.
curriculum implemematzon and development.

Pour models.are*esentedthat iilistrate diigramatically theSpecialised and common functions and list various activitiesassociated ,with curriculum formulation and implementation. Anumber of ways are suggested for establishing and maintainingeffective coordination.

93. HARRISON, C.G. International Aspects of Curriculum Development--- In: _Report of the National Workshop on Curriculum Development,9-15. Islamabad, National Bureau of Curriculum And Textbooks. 1976.
-

Curriculum re- organization and development are not confined toany one country or any particular group of countries. It is aworld wide process. It covers numerous aspects of educationalpolicy and practices such as intensive research; re-organizationof education; suitable changes in the courses that are offered;innovative developments.in curricula, in teaching methods, andin school comounity _relationship. The author considers some oftheme changes and their implications, particularly as far ascurriculum development in Pakistan is conCerned;

In conclision it is recommended that we Should gather all theinformation we can from all possible sources and then proceedto workout our own pattern of curriculum changes.to meet ourown special and unique situation.
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94. POPALZAI, slam. Curriculum Development, Curriculum and Aids
Equipment Sup :ay and Distribution --- In; Report of the National
Workshop on Curriculum Development, 104-108. Islamabad, National
Bureau of Curriculum and Textbooks. 1976.

Modern research equipment as well as educational instruments
are in constant demand in developing countries. Most of these
countries depend entirely on imported Scientific and educational
instruments. This dependence 'often creates acute problems where
there is a shortama of-supply or repair facilities. Sor it is
very important that every developing country must build Cup and
maintain its own manufacturing and maintainance facilities for
scientific and educational instruments. This should not prove
a big problem because highly technical skill is not involved in
the undertaking.

The problem is discussed under
of prototypes in collaborayion
ererts; (2) mass pro'uotiom
buti-.-n of the equipment; (4)
and (5) trai program for

ns

the hea!ings: (1) Development
with curriculum workers and other
and quality control; (3) distri-.
production of relevant literature;
teachers and laboratory staff.

95.'QATIUM,' M.A. New irimary School Curriculum and Inservice
Education --- In: Report of the National Workshop on curriculum
Development, 121-126. Islamaload, National 3ureau of Currie um and
Textbooks. 1976.

The new policy envisions a fast expanding elementary ation
system, contributing ultimately to lifelong education, comprising
appropriate basic education, adequate vocational training, and
opportunity fair reorientation. This requires recasting of
educational structures and institutions, renewal an4 reorientation
of curricula, dissemination of new methods, and rational use of
educational techniques. The new curriculum has been'ieveloped
to fulfil the new demands of the new education r,licy.

The subject of new primary school curriculum' and role of imp-
service education is discussed in some detail under the
headings; (1) New curriculum; (2) a re- look'of teacher
education; (3) .in-service education redefined; (4) newer
forms of in-service education; (5) planning and administration;
(6) research on in-service education; (7) evaluation and
:allow-up; (8) establishment of National Institute of
Education; and (9) Institute in action.

42
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96. ZIEN1N, M.A. Some Aspects of Curriculum Development in Pakistan---In: Report of the National Workshop on Curriculum Development, 16-28.
Islamabad. National Bureau of. Curriculum and Textbooks. 1976.

The education policy lays emphasis on designing curricula relevantto the nation's changing social and economic needs, corapPtible with
our basic ideology, and conducive to the massive shift from general'
education to more purposeful agro -technical education.

The various developments in the field are discussed under theheadings: (1) Curriculum devplopment work initiated in the
Punjab; (2) curriculum activity at national level; (5) creationof national centers in the provinces; (4) adoption of the new
curricula; .(5) strategy of the Curricula; (6) prewinstallationtang; and (7) content of science at elementary level. Thewhy and ho.of micro-testing, with particular reference to micro-testing of science curriculum in .the Punjab, is described in a
separateiphapter.

97. SLR, R.I. A Note on Curriculum Development and the Education
Policy 1972 -80 --- In: Report of the National Workshop on CurriculumDevelopment, 5-8. Islaab;.?., National Bureau of Curriculum endTextbooks. 1976.

B
The paper attempts tc delineate thp task of curriculum developmentand throw light on national education cbjactives and goals as setout in the educationyclicy

with mmference to the.implimations ofgoals of curriculum Avelopment.

Curriculum is the set of planned and controlled experiencesprovided to children and youth so as to enable them to meet the
national ivals through their intellectual, physical, and socialgrowth. Curriculum, therefore, should be interpreted in a much
broader sense-than the mere outlines of courses or Syllabi. Thesignificant aspects in the task of curriculum development are
described together with the objectives and goals of the nee
education policy and it is pointed out that the curricula in
vogue haye been revised to meet the new objectives.

. 98. SIDDIQI,\Shaukat Ali. Role of Instructional - Technology in NewCurriculum --- In: Report of the National Workshop on Curriculum
Development, 70-76. Islamabad., National Bureau of Curriculum and
Textbooks. 1976.

In order to improve the standard of education in Pakistan* we
-shall have to adopt new methods and techniques of teaching.
The techniques of education have received new fillip with the
remarkable advancement of technology in the world. Instructionaltechnology is now part of k ne* discipline and its activities
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range from the prepAration of simple inexpenSive aids to a
whole array of machines.

Traditionally, the field of instructional technologysis known
as 'audio-visual aids in education. In advanced countries, these
aids are . integrated into the entire curriculum process, and
their use has become indispensable for the fulfilment of the
curricular objectives.

The writer explains the relationship between instructional
technology and curriculum development, and urges the use of
instructional technology in Pakistan.

99; Van, 3ahadur Khan. Primary Nisaab-e-Tataleem (Syllabus inunary Schools) --- Jaw (Rawalpindi) November 19, 1976 (U).

bring the lastt few years, the syllabus of primary classes hasbecome too complicated ter our children to understand andfoll&d. The result is that a Child gains nothing from his
books. The subjecti dealt within the textbooks are beyond the
understanding of the 'children. Moreover, the students of primaryclasses simply cannot -I/Fest the matter in the prescribed booksfor them. They are required to study seven to ten books at atime. This workload is too much far them.

The present.syllabus,for primary schonlo ahould therefore be
immediately chanced.'Mhe courses should be very light and the
textbooks must be profUsely illustrated. Illustrations will
attract our children and excite their interest in the books.
The production and printing of these books should be neat andclean, and free of mistakes. It is unfortunate that the text-books for primary schools are as a rule full of printing mistakes.
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